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SEISMIC TECHNIQUES IN CARDIUM EXPLORATION’ 

A. EASTON WREN* 

ABSTRACT 

The application of modern seismic method\ in Ihe explara- 
tion for Watigraphk traps in Albcrul uver the pa,, decade has 
met wifh mixed succcs~. There has been a growing awareness 
that many known and polrnlial reberwirs we “seismically 
invisible” on the bacic of wnventkxul HCOUCL~C impedance 
modelling. Ceophycicistq have hecome frurlraled in their 
at,emp,~ 10 carre,a,e ryntheticn with red da,;> in areas of 
stratigraphic subtleties. In the meantime. seismic acqoicilion 
and processing continues lu pursue Ihe idrdwy that “more i\ 
brllrr“.and *tati*tical rrdundancyappcarsto knownobounds. 
Thi\ is particularly significant in the wnlrxl ulcommun depth 
point (CDP) shooting. 

Kecenlly released nutrrial hes cmt dnuhls on the us2fulne*s 
of slacked sections for stratigraphic inlrrprelalion purpo*es 
and revealed the significance of other seismic parametcrc includ- 
ing Poisson’s Ratio and uffsct in terms olthrirdkfrct in ilmpli& 
tude and phase. An understanding ufihr contribu!ion ofthex 
parameters reducer the problem of”ieismicallg invis~hle” to 
“acoustically i”“i\ihk”. 

‘lhispa~~erwilldiacurctherelevanceofthes;esimplemethods. 
address the problem of synthetic-reel data cdihratim and the 
potential changer of CLIP stacking. and demonctrate Ih;d lherr 
may he few targets that are “seismically invisible“. ~I’he exir- 
term of a diagnastic C:ardium cipnaturc in the cyn-Per wea 
will be demun*mrrd. 

INTRO”“CTION 

This paper has its origins in the basic assumption that 
reflected signals are related to geological boundaries 
and. more specifically, that the Ireflection coefficient of 
the boundary determines the amplitude of the retlected 
signal. In I’955 Koefoed dl-ew our attention to the possi- 
bility that “. in a more remote future it may become 
possible to draw conclusions concerning the lithologi- 
cal nature of rock strata from the reflection cocfficicnt 
behaviour :a a function of offset and Poisson’s Ratio.” 
He was essentially advocating stratigraphic interpreta- 
tion at a time when no one was interested. In 1956. 
however. !Mayne captured the industry’s interest by 
suggesting a statistical approach to acquisition using 
multiplicit:y of shot and receiver, and later (1962) 
demanded the industry’s attention with the publication 

of his classic paper on common reflection point horiron- 
tal stacking techniques. 

It should be emphasired that Mayne’s contribution 
was timely and effective in terms of the exploration 
objectives of the day. However, with hindsight and 
within the context of the post “Bright Spot” era, it is 
evident that the statements of Koefoed and Mayne are 
contradictory. 

COMMON DEPTH POINT SHOOTING 
Common depth point shooting has been of significant 

use in areas of structural complexity in terms of appar- 
ent data-quality improvement. It is important to remem- 
ber that stacking improves the signal-to-noise ratio but 
does nothing for the signal. In addition, WE must now 
consider what detrimental effects stacking may have. 
In particular, how significant is the rwerqing of subtle 
wavelet attl-ibutes of amplitude, frequency and phase? 
These are the specific attributes we use for modern 
stretigrephic interpretation, calibration and resolution. 

In the post - “Bright Spot” era we have come to 
recognire that many factors combine to intluence the 
propagating wavelet in terms of attributes. We have 
learned how todeal with these through amplitude recov- 
ery and preservation. deconvolution forfrequency, and 
wavelet processing withdephasingforphasedistortion. 

Nevertheless, over the last few years the industry has 
had mixed success in seismic exploration for subtle 
stratigraphic traps. There has been a growing feeling 
that some subtle reservoirs may be “seismically invisible” 
on the basis of conventional acoustic modelling. In 
addition, there has been some frustration in trying to 
correlate synthetics(basedonsonicand/ordensity logs) 
and real data. In the meantime. the evolution of seismic 
acquisition and processing methods continues to pur- 
sue the ideology that “more is better”, and statistical 
redundancy appears to know no bounds. This is particu- 
larly true in the context ofcommon depth point shooting. 

CALIBRATION 

Traditional problems of tying synthetics to real data 
have often been resolved by static shifts or, more recently 
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and in a more sophisticated fashion. by equating the 
phaseofthewaveletsinvolved. However. miscorrelations 
still exist. Does this mean that the synthetic is funda- 
mentally wrong and the data (section) fundamentalI! 
correct’? Or is it vice versa’! Or are lhcy both w,rong? 
This is not a trivial question. TheI-e is treason lo suspect 
that. for srratigraphic purposes, neither the synthetic 
nor the stacked section has any uscfulnesx! 

Synthetic seismograms are typically 100% normal 
incidence and based on the reflectivity series generated 
from sonic and/or density logs:. The seismic section is 
multifold. non-normal incidence (even though stacking 
with NMO attempts to simulate normal incidence) and 
is probably intluenccd by rock properties in addition to 
P-wave velocity and density. 

Koefoed (I 955) demonstrated that the reflection coef- 
ficient is a function of P-wave velocily and density 
(impedance) but also a function of offset and Poisson‘s 
Ratio (which is a function of P and S-wave velocities). 
His results (Fig. I) demonstrate clearly the influence of 
offset and Poisson’s ratio on the reflection amplitude. 
This behaviour is predictable. and is a result of mode 
conversion at the boundary as a function of the angle of 
incidence and the I’ and S-wa\,e velocities above and 
below the boundary. It can also be seen that. al certain 
offsets. the reflection amplitude may change polarity. 
The significance of these results is that CDP stacking of 
variable range traces in the gather will produce an aver- 
age amplitude for average range. and may have no 
relationship to the xro-offset (or normal incidence) 
synthetic. Hcncc the need li,l-offset-dependrnt synthet- 
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Fig. 1. The relationship between offset and Poisson’s Ratio in deter- 
mining the rellection coefficient (Koefoed. 19551, 

its that include Poisson‘s ratio, or offs&limited pro- 
cessed seismic sections. Only in this way can we study 
the subtle stratigraphic signature. Figure 2 shows an 
example involving a strong decrease in Poisson’s Ratio. 
Inthiscascthepola~-ity”flipr“fortheP-wavereflection. 

The ramifications of this become alarming. What is 
the usefulness of running instantaneous amplitude 01 
phase on a stacked section? What is the usefulness of 
inverting a stacked 1200’% section? 

SYNTHETIC CDP GATHER FLATTENED P WAVE 

NEAR OFFSET PP.R 

INClDENEE ANGLE 

Fig. 2. Synthetic showing effect of Poisson’s Ratio and offset on 
amplitude, 

THE CARI~IIIM SlGNA’lUKli 

The Cardium reservoir of the Cyn-Pem Pool is a 
conglome~atewithapredictablesynthcricresponsetFig. 
3). There is clear evidence of an amplitude increase 
with reservoir on normal polarity synthetics. The syn- 
thetic strongly suggests that the amplitude anomaly 
would have substantial presence on real data sections. 
This is not usually the case. 

One approach to defining the Cardium signature on 
real data is IO process and display a series of offset- 
dependent sections. This should illustrate the combined 
effectofPoisson’s ratioandoffset on the signalamplitude, 
and can be performed on data that correlate producing 
wells and dry holes. The converse process, or forward 
modelling, involves the generation ofoffset synthetics, 
and without shear wave information and/or Poisson’s 
Ratio this is not possible. Poisson’s ratio can certainly 
be derived from laboratory measurements. and can he 
substituted into Knott Zoeppritr formulation. 

The approach here is to reprocess to the stacking 
sti?ge, but to output the data as a series of offset-dependent 
300% stacked sections. The smallfold stack does permit 
some improvement in S/N ratio. 

Figure 4 shows a piece of seismic data shot in 1977 
and processed conventionally to a 12-fold stack. The 
Cardium zone is identified, hut there is no consistent 
Cardium signature that would permit the interpreter to 
decide the difference between a producer and a dry- 
hole location. In Figure 5, the data have been repro- 
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Fig. 3. Conventional synthetic:s showing amplitude increase with Cardium production. 

cessed (essentially wavelet processed) and displayed as 
a series ofpartial offset sections ranging from 132-330 m 
to 660-858 m to 1452-1650 m. The change in character 
and signal-m-noise as a function of range is evident. It is 
also clear that the peak corresponding to the Cardium 
pay is at a maximum and most coherent at the intermedi- 
ate range (660-858 m). Figure 6 is a coloured instanta- 
neous amplitude display showing clearly the Cardium 
reservoiramplitude signature from theintermediateoff- 

set range. 
This amplitude behaviourofthe Cardium. in reaching 

a maximum amplitude at intermediate offset, is not fully 
understood although it appears IO bc diagnostic. The 
possibility oftuning and multiple interfel-ence cannot be 
discounted. On the other hand. Koefoed‘s curves can 
be changed with certain parameters to deviate from 
constant amplitude increase or decrease below critical 
angle. 
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Fig. 5. Seismic sections displayed at variable offset. minimum stack. 

Fig. 6. Instantaneous amplitude colour display on 660-858 m stack 
range. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This may appear as a severe indictment against CDP 
stacking. I:t is not intended to be so. CDP techniques 

have proved enormously beneficial in Ihe last three 
decades of seismic exploration. The advantages in pro- 
cessing cannot be overstated. The practice must be 
continued. However, in areas of subtle stratigraphic 
change, theoffset-unstackapproachshouldbeconsidered. 
Inaddition,otherbasicdataarenecessary.These would 
encompass shear wave seismic and VSP information to 
allow forward modelling. Without forward modelling. 
the only pragmatic approach is to “unstack” the real 
data and correlate variable offset with log information. 

We may begin to real& that in describing subtle 
reservoirs as “seismically invisible” we have really 
meant “acoustically invisible”. Since a reservoir will 
involve achange in Poisson’s Ratio, the reflection coef- 
ficient must change as a function of offset, even though 
velocity and density indicate a small impedance con- 
trast. There should be a sense of optimism that this 
approach will help resolve otherstratigraphic reservoirs 
in the Cretaceous and older sections, and may be the 
proverbial “tip of the iceberg”. 
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